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The corporate media, reﬂecting the talking points of the establishment and the war party,
keeps harping on Democrat presidential candidate Tulsi Gabbard about Bashar al-Assad and
gas attacks that never occurred.
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.@TulsiGabbard Responding to Smears from Kamala Harris, NeoCons, & MSM:
"I will never apologize to anyone for doing all that I can to prevent more of my
brothers & sisters in uniform from being sent into harms way to ﬁght in these
wasteful counterproductive regime-change wars." pic.twitter.com/B3JGAKVRbF
— The Columbia Bugle

(@ColumbiaBugle) August 2, 2019

Is Assad really a brutal dictator? Is he any worse than Mohammed bin Salman, the princeling
known to have his opponents drugged and then cut up into disposable pieces? Or how about
Bibi Netanyahu and his Zionist ethnic cleansers blowing up apartment buildings and
shooting journalists, medics, and children for protesting against occupation?
No mention by this CNN windup of the fact the “civil war” (doublespeak for proxy war) in
Syria was engineered by the United States, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Turkey, and Jordan. The
jihadi maniacs described as “rebels” by the corporate media were assisted by US Special
Forces and also helped along a bloody path strewn with 600,000+ dead by Israel, the UK,
and France.
The liberal “humanitarian interventionist” warmongers and their neocon partners screech
about oppressed minorities in Syria and ignore the indisputable fact al-Assad has protected
Christians and other religious minorities, the people the Islamic State decapitates while
destroying churches.
Brutal dictator? Is that why al-Assad is the most popular Arab leader in the Middle East
according to a CNN and Zogby poll? Is it possible this invented and imagined hatred of
Assad is due to Syria’s GDP tripling from 2000 to 2010 and its debt falling from 152.09% to
30.02% of gross domestic product?
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The New York Times is now peddling anti-Assad propaganda and defending the murder of
hundreds of thousands of people, but back before the US and its partners unleashed
thousands of Wahhabi cutthroats on the country, the newspaper listed Syria as number 7
out of 31 top tourist destinations. In 2010, 8.5 million tourists visited the country.
The real problem, of course, is Bashar al-Assad’s support for the Palestinians. This support is
wholly unacceptable to the land-grabbing ethnic cleansers in Israel.
This support is why Israel repeatedly and obsessively violates Syria’s national sovereignty
and breaks international law by targeting Hezbollah, Iran (both invited by Syria to help ﬁght
the Salaﬁsts), and the Syrian Arab Army. Israel also protects and oﬀers medical aid to alQaeda and its spinoﬀs.
The lies and pure fabrication (most notoriously the fake news on chemical attacks) has not
only provided dimwitted teleprompter readers with grist for the promotion of forever war,
but neocons as well, including the screechy talk radio gasbag Mark Levin.
Gabbard meets with Assad but accuses Trump of supporting al-Qaeda. Nuts.
https://t.co/B0JKElOLAo
— Mark R. Levin (@marklevinshow) August 2, 2019

No, Mark. That’s Israel you’re confusing with Trump. The Donald merely repeats what his
neocon and Israel-ﬁrst handlers tell him.
Mark pretends he’s “conservative” and a defender of the Constitution, except for Article I,
Section 8, Clause 11, which of course is reviled by the Zionists and if followed to the letter
would put the question of endless war to Congress.
But then the Zionist mind-meld has largely taken over Congress, and those who have
reservations about the advisability of endless war remain silent, with the notable exception
of the Gang of Four, aka the Squad.
Rep. Ilhan Omar might be a clueless identity agenda pol, but when it comes to Israel she’s
right over the target, and that’s why she will be removed from Congress by hook or crook.
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